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Service Standards and 

Student Experience 

Assessment

Jennifer Beatie We partnered with Jackie Swicegood, WC faculty, to survey all students as a part of their math 

curriculum at the WC.  The students were surveyed about the first 3 of the "6 Standards of 

Service" strategies (Communication, Personalized Service and Consistent Communication).  

Meanwhile, each service area has focused on one standard per month, creating beginning 

goals and end of month feedback.  The strategies build on each other and will culminate with 

the 6th standard in April.

We will partner with Jackie again in the spring to assess the final 3 strategies.  

Student Assessment will also do a survey of front facing student services personnel to assess the 

implementation of the 6 Standards of Service.

Create Guidelines for 

Identifying Students Not 

Likely to be Accepted into 

Limited Access Programs and 

Guiding Them to More 

Appropriate Career Choices

Molly Farley - Regrouped as a project team and had 2 meetings to discuss priority of projects and a timeline 

for implementation. 

- Discussed project with all Allied Health and Nursing program directors as well as Career 

Services regarding project. Focused on metrics for those in danger of not being accepted and 

the process for that group of students. 

- Develop a implement smaller tasks forces to focus on each area of the project (rejection, 

intervention, and orientation)- February 2019

-  Identify metrics for each program- March 2019

- Develop and hold a training session for Allied Health and Nursing advisors (and faculty possibly) 

focused on visiting with students in danger of not being accepted- March 2019

- Develop communication plan for students. 

- Official launch of student interventions- Fall 2019. 

eCourse Courses for Online 

Learning

Randy Dominguez eCore course template for HIST1493 - 100% complete on Blackboard and ready for Spring pilot 

classes

eCore course template for PSYC1113 - 100% complete on Blackboard and ready for Spring pilot 

classes

eCore course template for ENGL1113 - 85% complete on Blackboard and ready for Spring pilot 

classes

eCore teams for BIOL1383, COMM1113, and ENGL1213 will begin developing course templates for 

each course during Spring 2019 with an expected completion by May 1 of an eCore template course 

on Blackboard to be used for pilot semester Fall 2019 (or summer 2019).  Fall eCore courses will be 

taught during Spring 2019 by development faculty to work out bugs in the course delivery and in 

preparation of Quality Matters Peer Review of Template course in Fall 2019.

Starfish Connect Terri Alonso & Mary Glenn Completed the Design & Development, Training, and Implementation for core student service 

areas: 

Academic Advising, Answer Center-Owasso, Bursar, Careers, Enrollment Services, Financial Aid 

by Dec. 2018.

Provided training for assessment and reports to key stakeholders. 

Design & Development, Training and Implementation for remaining service areas by May 2019.

Complete communication and provide training resources for faculty and students by February 2019.

Launch Starfish Connect Link to Students by February 2019.

Add student photos to starfish profiles by May 2019.

Student Success Centers Jan Clayton Identified potential physical locations on campus. Developed architectural renderings for all 

three campus locations. Worked with the Foundation to secure financial support for the 

construction projects through the Clearing the Pathway Campaign. The VP for Administration, 

VP for External Affairs, Senior Student Affairs Officer, and Director of Facilities to discuss 

planning process and resource needs for the three success centers.  

Develop an overall construction timeline for the three campuses- By June 30, 2019

Assist Foundation in securing remaining funding for the centers- Through Summer 2019

Identify any other resources and/or need related to the construction process- Through Summer 

2019

General Education 

Framework Redesign

Greg Stone With collaboration from academic departments, the General Education Committee neared 

completion on revising gen ed course attributes to be aligned with major transfer partners. 

We also conducted research on other gen ed framework models and explored how a new 

framework might be integrated with TCC's assessment of institutional learning outcomes 

(which, for the sake of simplicity, we identify also as our general education goals). Finally, we 

developed a list of potential community members to serve on a General Education Advisory 

Board, which will begin meeting in the Spring 2019 semester to provide community feedback 

about how our gen ed program can better serve the local workforce and community.

Our initial goal was to propose a new gen ed framework during the Spring 2019 semester, but given 

the direction we are headed (connecting this framework to the assessment of ILOs), the process is 

more complex than simply creating a new visual framework of general education at TCC for the 

college catalog. Therefore, we will develop a communication plan during the Spring 2019 semester 

to gather feedback from constituents (students, faculty, Academic Affairs Council, etc.) about the 

form and function of a new framework that can align with and support our assessment program. By 

the end of the Spring 2019 semester we also will have procedures to propose to the Academic 

Affairs Calendar for adding and removing courses from the gen ed list in the catalog, as well as the 

final versions of the gen ed attributes.
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One Card System - College 

Dining Plan

Jenny Beatie/Michael Siftar We have reviewed and researched ID card options, both internally and with external vendors. 

Key stakeholders, including Bursar and Financial Aid have been involved in the conversation.  

We have evaluated declining balance systems and The College selected a new dining vendor 

who will partner on a high level with meal plan integration.  

We have worked with Imperial on data feed process (banner to Imperial) to be ready in January.  

Mid January meeting with stakeholders will finalize student transactional purchase process.  

Marketing and  implementation will begin shortly thereafter.  We will be ready for a soft launch 

date of April, with full rollout in Fall 2019.  

Adjunct Faculty Onboarding 

Task Force

Mike Limas 1. During the fall semester of 2018, three sub-groups working under the auspices of the 

committee completed a set of "deliverables."

2. The co-chairs of the committee will present a status update at the 22 January 2019 meeting 

of the TCC Academic Affairs Council.

1. The co-chairs will present committee recommendations to the TCC Academic Affairs Council in 

March of 2019.

2. By the fall semester of 2019, all sanctioned recommendations will be implemented where some 

possible follow-up with key college units may occur before the committee Is dissolved.

3. The co-chairs will submit a full report of the committee's work by October of 2019 with 

recommendations for future directions.

Explore Use of 

Caseload/Team Assignment 

Beyond Academic Advising

Eileen Kenney No key milestones in fall.  

18-19 is our investigative year with April 2019 as a target date for having some preliminary 

research complete

Research aspirational instituions to determine if others have implemented a case-load model 

beyond academic advising and if that model could be successful at TCC.  Research should be 

complete by April 2019

New Syllabus Template Emily Tichenor July/August 2018 - the template and attachment were moved to MyTCC and given a persistent 

link to increase visibility and decrease the use of old versions. Also during this time period a 

process map and change log were created, to provide guidelines for updates to the template 

and attachment. All changes to either document are recorded.

August 2018 - The new template was launched to all faculty. Communication to all faculty in 

July and August about this change.

October 2018 - The syllabus task force was reconvened to discuss the launch and share 

feedback on future improvements. 

November 2018 - Corrections and adjustments to the template and attachment for Spring 

2019 were made, posted to MyTCC, and communicated through the AA Update. 

November 2018 - The Process Improvement Committee charter was created and shared at the 

Council Effectiveness Committee and the Academic Affairs Council. This new committee for 

2019-2020 will oversee continuous improvement for the syllabus template/attachment and 

other key processes in the academic affairs division. 

By March 15 - Creation of a consolidated syllabus help document that includes an FAQ, syllabus 

checklist, submission instructions, and an overview. 

January 2019 - test launch for the Process Improvement Committee feedback tool that will live on 

MyTCC. This tool will provide a venue for direct feedback from faculty and staff on the syllabus 

template and process. This feedback will be used to inform any adjustments to the template for the 

2019-2020 academic year.

By March 2019 - Presentation to Academic Affairs Committee of recommended changes to the 

template for 2019-2020 and new consolidated help document. 

Course Schedule Process 

Map and Development

Eileen Kenney Met with Faculty Chairs to explore schedule development needs--what data they need to 

create student-centered schedules and section managment strategies.

Had exploratory phone call with AdAstra to begin to determine if their product could aid our 

scheduling efforts

Schedule review team met in October to review spring schedule for course availablity at WC 

and NEC.  Feedback provided and recommendations made.

This strategy/priority is shifting from its original goals and framework.  The College is working with 

SWIM Digital Consulting and exploring centralizing the schedule development functions under one 

area.  With this in mind, we will defer future actions until we have firmer recommendations. 

Redesign of Academic Labs, 

Tutoring, and Support

Connie Hebert Have completed the 2nd college wide tutor training and certified a total of 40 tutors. 

Have created a workflow for updates to web site for tutoring.

Finalize system for tracking student use of the tutoring centers. Completion by August 2019.

Complete the help pages and links and finalize the web site for tutoring services.
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Tulsa Transfer Project Jenn Ivie and Emily Tichenor Hosted launch meeting for all participating institutions.

Executed a communication plan around project.

Hosted two brainstorming sessions internally.

Hosted liaison meeting with Gardner group, liaisons from each school.

Submitted all nine dimension reports for feedback.

Began coordination with liaison group for collaborative deliverables.

Respond to feedback on dimension reports provided by Dr. Gardner (by spring break)

Host another liaison meeting (Late Feb)

Jenn presenting at NISTS conference with collaborative group (Feb 12-15)

Project to be featured at the Good News Summit (presented by Greg Stone - Feb 7)

Part of TCC task force will attend Gardner conference and meet with collaborative insitutions' teams 

(during spring break)

Host feedback session for project ideas list (after spring break)

Present to leadership groups (e.g., AAC, SAC, IEC) during spring semester

Host an internal prioritization meeting and follow up meetings with leadership groups (late spring 

semester)

Draft initial final report with action plan (by or during summer 2019)

Promotion in Rank to 

Professor

cindy hess Identified faculty to sit on task force I will facilitate the task force in the following parts of the project:

Before March 30: 

Learn what other colleges do. 

Identify characteristics of great teachers and learning environments (scholarship/research- based)

Identify artifacts/evidence that demonstrate "excellence"

Before May 1:

Develop the process & criteria.

Summer:  revise & develop a communication plan.  

Explore Text Messaging 

Using a Single System

Rachael Achivare Hill -Single platform of Service for Text Messaging is Established (Twilio Texting Cloud 

Communication Software)

-Short Code Vetting Process completed to establish usage across major US cellphone Carriers 

and acquisition of short code was approved. 

-Short Code has been Purchased, Terms of Service Approved by General Counsel, and is 

Operational (Use of short code expands daily limit of text messaging beyond 200 per long 

code. It also allows for tracking of specific text campaigns).

-Waitlist and Banner Self Service Password Reset Notifications are sending through Twilio

-Integration of Twilio with Recruit CRM Completed and Utilized for NSO Promotion and 

Enrollment Campaigns (However, several configuration issues internal to Recruit CRM are 

being ironed out before additional texting campaigns though Recruit CRM will be used.  Even 

so, the use of text messaging has improved rates of registration and event attendance and 

proves to be a ripe communication channel for time-sensitive information, reminders, and 

deadlines. Texting has been deployed alongside other communication channels - mailings, 

emails, phone calls, and targeted social media marketing - to improve effectiveness and 

efficiency of messaging.).

-Continue refining data integrity of Recruit CRM and ensure proper data integration, duplicate 

detection, and merge features are operational to realize full potential of texting capability 

(Currently Ongoing - Target completion date 02/15/2019).

-Additional work to be done with IT to survey use of texting by Enrollment Management and 

Student Services, establish institutional texting policy and authorized users based on best practices 

in higher education, and create a communication plan, campaign tracking method, and yearly 

calendar to project text messaging usage for AY 19-20 (Establish working group by 04/01/2019 with 

target completion date of 08/01/2019).
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Answer Center Model Keidron Dotson The Answer Center Training and Implementation continued during the fall 2018 semester 

while combining the teamwork of the Answer Center University, Answer Center Logistics and 

the Answer Center Information Technology teams. Each area is responsible for producing the 

results of assigned tasks by the Director of the Answer Center in preparation for the launch of 

the Student Success Center in which the Answer Center will operate after construction is 

complete in 2019.  The Answer Center combines the student facing services of Financial Aid 

and Registration into one office where the Answer Center Specialist assists the student. The 

Answer Center will operate in the Student Success Center at the southeast campus and 

eventually at all TCC Student Success center locations. The office of Enrollment Services will be 

known as the Answer Center. One stop. Less wait times. Improved customer service. 

Additional fall 2018 Milestones:

-The Answer Center University (ACU) completed 10 weeks of training lasting three hours a day, 

four days a week totaling more than 120 clock hours. Staff members are split into teams and 

train on a block schedule to ensure Enrollment Services and Financial Aid offices at southeast 

remain open to serve students during the training process. 

-Enrollment Services staff members received more than 60 hours of in-depth training 

specifically focusing on guidelines for Financial Aid that included but not limited to FASFA, 

taxes, income verification, data security and maintaining sensitive student information. 

Trainings from both areas consisted of real time scenarios and mock cases where staff 

members were tasked with completing the sessions.

-ACU joined forces with Academic Advising to train on areas where Answer Center Specialist 

will perform portions of advising related duties to assist students. These areas include 

completing the On Time Enrollment Exception Request, offering testing referrals, coursing in 

subjects and providing general program and degree information for workforce and transfer 

academic programs.

During the first week of February, the Answer Center Task team will reconvene to receive formal 

updates on the Starfish Connect and get a final quote for planned kiosk that will support the Starfish 

Connect software. Expected Completion: Feb. 15

The kiosk will be placed in various areas across the southeast campus that will allow students to see 

know when they are being called, without the Answer Center Specialist yelling names. Expected 

Completion March 8

The final phase of the Answer Center Rollout Plan will go into effect, which combines the efforts of 

the Answer Center Logistics, and IT teams. Some of those plans will include where the enrollment 

labs, data ports and visual aids will be placed in the new building. Expected Completion: March 29

Finally, the move back into Building 2 and the official launch of the Student Success and Answer 

Center. Expected Completion: May 2019.

Equity Scorecard Eunice Tarver Our project partners, the Center for Urban Education (CUE) facilitated two sessions on equity 

and our Equity Scorecard work for faculty at professional development day. 

CUE has provided a syllabus review of the FYES template syllabus and provided a memo on the 

fall-to-fall retention rate data.

CUE reviewed the TCC Strategic Plan, the Faculty Development Calendar and the Guided 

Pathways 19 Essential Practices and provided a report from the themes The report will be 

shared with members of Cabinet, the A-Team and ADAPT.  

The TCC Equity Scorecard Evidence Team learned about racial equity and equity-mindedness 

and are more open to talking about it. 

The team gained tools to look at campus spaces, documents, and website from an equity 

perspective.

The team engaged in inquiry around transfer and a report has been compiled that will be 

shared with the Gardner Institute team. 

For the spring 2019, the 19 member Evidence Team will focus on mitigating racial equity gaps in the 

classroom. 

The 14 faculty members on the team will collect 3 semesters of their course data and interpret that 

data through an equity-minded lens. They will learn how to set up an equity-minded classroom. 

They will learn how stereotype threat, microaggressions, and implicit bias show up in the 

classroom. They will participate in an equity-minded syllabus review using their own syllabi, 

conduct equity-minded classroom observations, they will complete an equity-minded gradebook 

review and learn equity-minded practices and culturally sustaining practice and how and when to 

intervene.
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Institutional Learning 

Outcomes Assessment

Jenn Ivie Academic Affairs:

Faculty entered data for course learning outcomes related to critical thinking.

Faculty began examining data from AY17-18 related to communication.

Some departments made changes to learning outcomes or assessment plans based on 

assessment work done so far.

Faculty on the learning assessment committee met with HLC reviewers during our site visit.

Submitted annual State Assessment report November 31.

Student Affairs:

Competed Annual Student Affairs Assessment Workshop, Summer-2018.  This workshop 

included a review of basic assessment concepts, creating guiding assessment questions, 

improving SLOs, diversifying assessment methods, and an exploration of what "deeper 

learning"• means.

Fall 2018 established regular meetings of the Student Services Sub-committee of the Learning 

Assessment Committee.  Expanded this committee to include members, on an ad-hoc basis, 

that represent co-curricular units outside the student services area.

November 2018, completed third annual comprehensive Student Affairs Assessment Report.  

This report includes Student Learning Outcomes and Administrative Outcomes for each 

student affairs unit, review of assessment activities, review assessment activity results, and 

how those results effect on future planning.

November 2018, presented a"State of Assessment"• report to the"Student Affairs Supervisors 

and Budget Owners"• semester training.  This presentation included assessment results from 

the 2017-2018 academic year and assessment goals for the 2018-2019 academic year.

Academic Affairs:

Faculty to devise action plans based on communication skills data and other data provided by IR&A 

(e.g., DFWI rates).

Report views developed in Improve Analytics so that department chairs and deans can more easily 

view and pull data on learning outcomes assessment.

Departments will develop sustainability plans to implement beginning fall 2019 when there are no 

longer any FAFs.

Identification of new members of the Academic Affairs side of the LAC for AY 19-20.

Student Affairs:

The Student Services Sub-committee of the Learning Assessment Committee will develop and 

implement the first co-curricular assessment daylong workshop.  This workshop will use resources 

from campus leaders, Office of Student Assessment, and Institutional Research and Assessment.  A 

date will be scheduled for later in the Spring-2019 or Summer-2019.

The Office of Student Assessment will be implementing an Assessment Basics Workshop that will be 

open the all TCC Staff through SkillSoft.  This workshop will be scheduled during the Spring-2019.

In the Spring 2019 semester, individual offices within the Division of Student Affairs will be 

implementing a variety of assessment activities to measure student learning and the impact of 

services.

Summer-2019 Annual Student Affairs Assessment Workshop.  This workshop will include a review of 

basic assessment concepts for new assessment representatives and for all assessment 

representatives; we will explore topics that will expand their understanding of in-depth assessment 

topics. 

Class Observation 

Component of the Faculty 

Review Process

Emily Tichenor During the Fall semester, the project lead met with members of the original task force to 

discuss implementation of the new peer instructional feedback process. A new section was 

added to the Faculty Handbook with procedures for peer instructional feedback as a 

component of the portfolio process. The new feedback form was linked from the Faculty 

Handbook and made available in SharePoint.

The All Faculty Midyear meeting was the official launch of the new form. The training 

presented at the meeting was faculty led by a team who had participated in peer observation 

in the past. A communication plan to ADAPT, Chairs, and all full-time faculty begin in 

November 2018 and has continued into January 2019. A Frequently Asked Questions 

document related to the new process was shared with all faculty as a follow-up to the midyear 

meeting on January 11.

The peer observation component of the portfolio is now live, with the first round of portfolios 

containing it due in February 2020.

Feedback on the form was received at the midyear meeting and will be addressed in January-

February revisions. 

The peer instructional feedback form and process will go the the Process Improvement Committee 

starting in 2019-2020 for continued oversight and improvement. 

In late 2019, a year two communication communication plan will go into effect addressing those 

who will be submitting this component in their 2019 portfolio, and for those who will be conducting 

observations in 2020.

Continued training will be available through Engaged Learning, the project lead will work with Cindy 

Shanks on communication for this in Spring 2019.

Reading Co-Requisite Model Tracy Skopek Committee formed and began meeting

Committee split up research and presented findings, discussed

Began with target date for implementation for a Co-Req with Psychology for Fall 2019

After analyzing research and data, committee decided to expand beyond just Reading Co-Req 

with Psychology and include FYES courses. Added more members to committee

Begin meeting again in Feb. 2019 to discuss broader implementation of Reading Co-Req and an ABE 

option

Invite additional members from Engaged Learning and FYES to join in discussion

New target implementation is Fall 2020 for a new model
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